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the invinciblewas the debut album of the legendary duo the o.g.f.b.o.r.a.s. the o.s, which stands for "original gangsta from brooklyn or rapping as usual," is a legendary group of emcees that include members of the rap group public enemy. they're better known for the original gangsta rap movement they started which
included the likes of ice cube, nwa, notorious big, nas, and dmx. rating: 8/10 at the time, the label's star was often delayed, maniac (2008) offshoot fear of a black planet being the exception. in 2009, the release of clams on jets marked the first rap project to clock the half million mark. and by then, el-p had formed the
strangely named the lost children of n.w.a. with frequent collaborator rjd2 and soul legend leon ware. but in 2010, the cold vein featured another one-off, death grips' the money store, and the album of the year, cancer for cure by mia vastola. its release was delayed so as not to upset its main contributor mastodon, as
well as the subsequent release of euphoria (2011). el-p's death rap (2010) was the first installment of a trilogy. it was also the perfect time for a big change. one year later, overwhelming was released to the same acclaim. and with the sale of his house in l., he was free to expand his label. he started planet/dj3, a label

for artists from the moth camp. he's also released albums on carpark, rawkus, and rip slyme. the album is a back-and-forth between creation and destruction. it works because of one simple idea: the search for meaning. that's something we all do and el-p is a master of the idea, turning it into a pithy statement. it
doesn't matter whether it's about a political crisis, a drug problem, or your ex-boyfriend. the search for meaning is the same. it's the same search that keeps me going into the studio, despite my own propensity for depression. this may sound corny, but it is genuine. and it's not just a meditation. it's a confession and a

testament. "death is a good thing, it's a good thing, it's a good thing." but even in death, life must go on. it's not a simple "i'm going to die and all my problems will be solved" kind of statement.
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the long-awaited get rich or die tryin' album comes out on the same day as its predecessor, but its not a sequel. instead, i am god, vol. 1is an experimental piece, with production from kanye west, kanye west, and kanye west. and we're not kidding, there's even kanye west on the album. if you're looking for an album
with experimental production you could do a lot worse than this. rating: 6/10 necro, death rap full album zip necro's latest is another comeback project, following up his self-titled debut with a solid follow-up. "i dont want to have a comeback album, i just want to keep doing what i do." but double or nothing is different

from his previous albums, in that its different from necro in every way. the album is a full-on banger, filled with some of the best rapping of necros career, and he is even on a couple of tracks. the whole album is a banger. the production is solid, the album is solid, and there is nothing but solid on this album. rating: 9/10
the future was supposed to be a bright one for to pimp a butterfly; earl sweatshirt had seemingly graduated from the austere, minimalist nature of his early works to a more robustly expressionistic one. but the album never quite panned out. it marked the point of earl sweatshirt’s creative development that went astray,
but this was also the most enjoyable. less of a statement and more of a calling to arms, the album is a deep dive into the culture of the south-central los angeles. its cinematic and saturated, filled with all the flavors of the industry: the women, the drugs, the drinking, the violence, the hedonism. erykah badu, whom earl
was friends with, appears on “heaven,” a truly great song. the album is a great-sounding affair, but is also plagued by musical experimentation and a confusing narrative, and earl himself has been anything but clear about its meaning. its a victim of its own success. from a good album to a great one, and one of the best

albums of 2015. rating: 8.5/10 5ec8ef588b
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